Correct answer: Uterine Horn

Social Media Opportunities

Get the best out of your social media ads
@BEEFUSA

119,368 FOLLOWERS (3/10/2020)

1,057,465 AVERAGE IMPRESSIONS PER MONTH

44,303 AVERAGE ENGAGEMENTS PER MONTH
GO WITH A POST

AVERAGE OF 4,000-9,000 REACH PER POST
GO LIVE

2,000-4,000 VIEWS PER VIDEO
8,000-19,000 REACH PER VIDEO
54% MALE
46% FEMALE

28.1% BETWEEN 25–34
23% BETWEEN 35–44
27,976 FOLLOWERS (3/10/2020)

201,738 AVERAGE IMPRESSIONS PER MONTH

4,386 AVERAGE ENGAGEMENTS PER MONTH
National Cattlemen’s BeefUSA · Apr 6

“When we’ve killed all the weeds ... all we see is a sea of grass.” Sound nice? Cattle producer Tommy Brandenberger achieves this on his pasture with strong herbicide control. Learn how DuraCor™ herbicide provides broad-spectrum weed control: https://bit.ly/3apFwJH

AUDIENCE

63% MALE
37% FEMALE
31.7% BETWEEN 15-44
25.5% BETWEEN 25-34
24,000 FOLLOWERS (3/10/2020)

423,706 AVERAGE IMPRESSIONS PER MONTH

5,274 AVERAGE ENGAGEMENTS PER MONTH
BE THE FIRST

Be our first Instagram sponsorship partner your photo, gif or timelapse.
USE OUR STORIES!
AUDIENCE

52% MALE
48% FEMALE

35.8% BETWEEN 25-34
20% BETWEEN 18-24